Doctoral Agreement

between the supervisor and the PhD student at the Institute for Computational Science at the University of Zurich, in addition to the duties formulated in the “Outline of rights and responsibilities” for positions at the University of Zurich. This agreement is based on the “Promotionsordnung der Mathematisch-naturwissenschaftlichen Fakultät” and the “Ordnung zum Doktoratsprogramm Computergestützte Wissenschaften.”

PhD student: ..............................................................................

Main supervisor: ...........................................................................

Additional supervisors: .....................................................................

Responsible member of the faculty: ....................................................
(if not identical with the main supervisor)

Doctoral committee (“Promotionskomitee”):
(to be established at the latest 6 months after start of the PhD. The committee consists of at least three persons, at least two of them having “Promotionsrecht“ and at least one member of the faculty.)

...........................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................

Working title of the dissertation:
...........................................................................................................

Estimated duration of the dissertation: ...................................................

Start: .............................................................. End: ..............................................................

A detailed work schedule can be attached to this agreement.

The supervisor advises the PhD student on the topics and the time schedule of the thesis, on the selection of lectures and of other activities accompanying the dissertation. He/she commits to adequately and constructively support the PhD student to achieve his/her scientific goals. The doctoral committee must be informed annually about the progress of the work and may adjust this doctoral agreement if necessary. The PhD student commits himself/herself to scientific integrity and informs the supervisors in case of significant deviations from the work schedule.

Date: ..........................................................

PhD student: Main supervisor: Responsible member of faculty:

........................................  ........................................  ........................................